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In the name of Allah, the most Merciful, the most Compassionate
Thanks be to God, peace and prayers be upon our prophet
The respected brother, Dr. Abu Muhammad (May God protect him)
Blessed and good greetings from God, and invocations to God (TN:
that this letter) finds you, your family, the brothers and
beloved all in good health that would satisfy Allah, the
Almighty
Peace, mercy, and the blessings of Allah be upon you.
Our generous brother: We ask God that you all are successful in
obeying Allah, working for aiding His faith and seeking his
pardon and mercy because He is the protector and has power
Our generous brother: We had a good opportunity to communicate
with you after a long separation between us for long years and
so much water had flown into the river (TN: meaning so many
things have happened since)
Our generous brother: God had estimated for us to return to
Egypt to live a phase of activating the group’s initiative and
reap its fruit with the grace of Allah the greatest, to Him we
give thanks and praise
Our generous brother: We reminisce about the long meeting we had
privately at the Qandahar compound and its impact and
consequences. I remember your esteemed words concerning the
importance of the group seeking to resolve the problems of all
detainees and not just the detainees of the Jama’ah Al-Islamiyah
(TN: the Islamic Group). By God – this is the same as what is
happening now. Our brothers in the Jama’ah Al-Jihad (TN: the
jihad group) headed by Dr. Fadl began these operational and
positive steps to achieve what the Islamic group had achieved –
such as the course correction and attempt to liquidate all the
suspended problems as a result of the clashes during the
nineties of this past century. The most important being the
release of prisoners and not keeping any one of them in jail;
also opening positive environments in relations with the

security that would allow a future political and da’awa (TN:
call) horizon, God willing.
Our generous brother: What we had lived and touched during our
presence in Egypt was a historical transfer with complete
criteria at the level of understanding the actual situation from
all entities on the Egyptian land (al-Jama’ah and the regime);
everyone realized that it was not in the interest of any entity
not to mention the supreme interest of Islam and continuing the
armed conflict in the previous fashion. We all have to quickly
seek to build a joint platform of supreme interest that would
serve the supreme Islamic interest, Egypt, and the Islamic
groups.
God is my witness O Doctor, there are elements in all entities
with very high levels of responsibility, awareness, and
realizations that this great mission is, in fact, in need of
strong individuals and sincere to Allah of all seen and unseen.
We ask Allah to count us and you amongst them to receive the
honor of serving this great faith at all times and everywhere.
Our generous brother: Everyone here is eager to talk to you and
communicate with you (Al-Jama’ah - Al-Jihad). However, no doubt
we realize your security conditions are extremely difficult. We
ask Allah to grant you health and perhaps God had provided us
this opportunity to be a bridge between you and our brothers in
Egypt.
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Seek Allah’s help, our generous brothers, and be a key to bounty
and a lock for evil, as we ask Allah to grant us a bountiful
ending for you and us and good conclusion
Our generous brother: All we ask from your Excellency during
this phase is diligence on our part, as we want, in the face of
Allah, praise be to him, to react positively with our brothers’
initiative in the Jama’ah al-Jihad. Many of the youths are
waiting for your positive reaction, driving this project forward
to reach its achievement and its completion, God willing. If
your highness’ circumstances do not allow you to have a positive
reaction with this initiative, we would wish for you to remain
quiet about the matter until Allah would order having a
reaction.
We assess this would have a substantial interest, God willing,
that would release thousands of brothers’ youths in the Jama’ah

al-Jihad as Allah had released more than 12 thousand brothers in
the Jama’ah Al-Islamiyah thus far. It entails opening new
environments at the social and economic level for these
brothers. We ask Allah to soon facilitate the opportunity to
open da’awa and political horizons to achieve these initiatives
with promising goals, God willing.
Our generous brother: We ask Allah to place all of your good
deeds in the balance of your righteous actions until Judgment
Day.
We ask Allah to grant you success for a positive step to support
your brothers in Egypt in this initiative, not to mention to be
in the balance of lifting the worry off your brothers in Egypt –
also to open doors of bounty everywhere, God willing.
Our generous brother: We stand ready to listen to your complete
point of view through the mediator between us – May God please
us – most importantly is to have a dialogue and communication
between us before taking any step on your end. We shall also
attempt to provide you with all the details that might be useful
to you in assessing the real situation, God willing.
We ask God to help one another in righteousness and piety, but
help ye not one another in sin and rancor. Until we meet, I
commend you to God whose entrustment shall not be lost; and do
not forget us in your invocations, as we pray always for you.
Peace, mercy and the blessings of Allah be upon you
Your brothers
((Abu Hazim)) (Mustafa)
((Abu ‘Umar)) (Asad)
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